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Panelist Introduction

What we’ll cover:

 Lease accounting standards—change in treatment of operating leases

 Effect of tax reform on equipment financing

 Bundled or mixed equipment transactions

 E-Signing and Electronic Chattel paper

 Recent equipment finance-related commercial case law

 Emerging Tech and the UCC – a few considerations

 Q&A

I. Equipment Finance; Introduction
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 Accountants/Auditors consider, among other things, the ultimate payment 
obligations (including if accelerated) and other economic terms when 
determining whether the transaction should be noted on the balance sheet 
as “asset” and “liability” or on the income statement as “expense.”

 Tax advisors and authorities determine whether the lessor or lessee 
bears the benefits and burdens of ownership so as to determine the real 
“owner”/party entitled to any depreciation benefits, etc.

 Commercial/Bankruptcy lawyers focus on substance, not form or 
expressed intent, when analyzing whether a transaction documented as a 
lease is a true “lease”; which characterization is likely to dictate their 
respective rights and remedies in enforcement and bankruptcy cases.

Same transaction can be treated differently from each perspective!

II. Equipment Finance - Standard 
Lease Considerations
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Accounting Considerations

Scope and Definition of a Lease: what is changing?

Legacy GAAP

• Any one of the following criteria is met: 
• The customer operates the PP&E.
• The customer controls physical access to 

the PP&E.
• It is remote that other parties will take 

more than a minor amount of the output, 
and certain pricing criteria are met.

The new leases standard

• The customer has both: 
• The right to substantially all the 

economic benefits from the use of the 
identified asset throughout the period of 
use

• The right to direct how and for what 
purpose the asset is used throughout the 
period of use

• Guidance says that there is no identified 
asset if the supplier has a substantive 
substitution right.

• Guidance does not address substitution 
rights.

An asset is identified explicitly or implicitly.

The customer has the right to control the use of the identified asset. 
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Accounting Considerations
Identifying and separating lease and non-lease components of contracts

The right to use each asset is 
considered a separate lease 
component if both of the following 
criteria are met:

1 The lessee can benefit from the 
ROU use either on its own or 
together with other resources that 
are readily available.

2 The ROU is neither highly 
dependent on, nor highly 
interrelated with, the other 
right(s) to use underlying assets in 
the contract.

► The right to use land is generally 
accounted for as a separate lease 
component.

► Non-lease components (e.g., services) 
are identified and accounted for 
separately from the lease component 
under other US GAAP.

► Practical expedient – lessees 
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Accounting Considerations
Identifying and separating lease and non-lease components of contracts –

Continued 

Insurance, taxes and maintenance 
(including common area maintenance)

Legacy GAAP

• The term “executory costs” is 
eliminated.

• Payments for maintenance activities 
are non-lease components.

• Payments for insurance that 
protects the lessor’s interest in the 
asset and taxes related to 
the asset are not separate 
components.

• Payments for insurance, 
maintenance and taxes (executory 
costs), and any profit thereon, are 
part of the lease component but 
excluded from minimum lease 
payments.
• If not specified in the agreement, 

such costs are estimated.

The new leases standard 
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Accounting Considerations
Identifying and separating lease and non-lease components of contracts –

Continued 

Allocate consideration in the contract to the 
lease and non-lease components

Lessees

• Generally apply the revenue 
recognition guidance – relative 
stand-alone selling price basis

• Carefully analyze variable payments 

• Relative standalone price basis
• Use observable stand-alone prices 

when available 
• Estimate stand-alone price if not 

available, maximizing observable 
information

• Residual estimation approach may 
be appropriate in some cases

Lessors
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Change in Treatment of 
Operating Leases

► Under Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 842, Leases, lessees recognize 
assets and liabilities for most leases but recognize expenses in a manner similar 
to legacy accounting (ASC 840, Leases) 

► For lessors, the new guidance modifies the lease classification criteria and the 
accounting for sales-type and direct financing leases, and eliminates leveraged 
lease accounting prospectively

► The new guidance eliminates today’s real estate-specific provisions for all 
entities and changes the sale and leaseback guidance

► All entities classify leases to determine how to recognize lease-related revenue 
and expense 
► Classification continues to affect what lessors record on the balance sheet

► The International Accounting Standards Board issued a similar standard, but 
there are significant differences (e.g., under IFRS, lessees don’t classify leases 
and can elect to account for leases of low-value assets under a model similar to 
today’s operating leases)
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Overview: Right-of-use 
model

► Recognize right-of-use (ROU) assets and 
lease liabilities for most leases 

► Recognize expense similar to legacy 
GAAP

Right to use an identified asset

Lessor

OperatingFinance 

Financial obligation to make 
lease paymentsLessee

► Similar to legacy GAAP with some 
changes

► Leveraged lease accounting eliminated 
prospectively 

Direct 
financingSales-type Operating

Lease classificationLease classification
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Scope and definition of a 
lease

► The standard applies to leases of 
property, plant and equipment

► It does not apply to:

► Leases of inventory, assets 
under construction, intangible 
assets and biological assets, 
including timber

► Leases to explore for or use 
minerals, oil, natural gas and 
similar non-regenerative 
resources

A lease is a contract, or part of 
a contract, that conveys the 
right 
to control the use of identified 
property, plant or equipment 
(an identified asset) for a period 
of time in exchange for 
consideration.
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► The lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset to the lessee by the 
end of the lease term.

► The lease grants the lessee an option to purchase the underlying asset 
that the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise.

► The lease term is for the major part of the remaining economic life of the 
underlying asset.

► The present value of the sum of the lease payments and any residual 
value guaranteed by the lessee that is not already reflected in the lease 
payments equals or exceeds substantially all of the fair value of the 
underlying asset.

► The underlying asset is of such a specialized nature that it is expected to 
have no alternative use to the lessor at the end of lease term.

III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Lease Classification 
Criteria for Evaluating Whether it is a Financing or Operating Lease
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Lease Classification -
Continued

Lessees
► Leases that meet any one of criteria 

noted on the prior slide are finance 
leases 

► Leases that do not meet any of 
criteria are operating leases 

► Short-term lease exemption
► Lease term of 12 months or less 

and no purchase option that the 
lessee is reasonably certain to 
exercise

► Accounting policy election, by class 
of underlying asset

► Lease assets and liabilities not 
recognized

Lessors 
► Leases that meet any one of criteria 

are sales-type leases 
► Leases that do not meet any of the 

criteria are either:
► Direct financing leases if (1) the 

present value of the sum of the 
lease payments and any residual 
value guaranteed by the lessee 
and/or any other unrelated third 
party equals or exceeds substantially 
all the fair value of the underlying 
asset and (2) collectibility is probable

► Operating leases
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Lessee and Lessor 
Accounting

Lessee recognition and measurement

Lessees’ initial direct costs, prepayments made to the lessor and lease incentives received from the 
lessor are accounted for as part of the ROU asset. 

Finance leases Operating leases
Initially measure the ROU asset and lease liability at the present value of the lease payments to 
be made over the lease term

Subsequently accrete the lease liability 
based on the interest method and reduce 
the lease liability by the payment

Subsequently measure the lease liability at the 
present value of remaining lease payments

Subsequently amortize the ROU asset, 
generally on a straight-line basis over the 
shorter of the lease term or the useful life of 
the ROU asset

Subsequently measure the ROU asset at the 
amount of the remeasured lease liability, with 
certain adjustments

Generally “front-loaded” expense Generally straight-line expense
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Lessee and Lessor 
Accounting

Lessee presentation

ROU asset Lease liability
• Lease ROU assets can be presented 

separately or together with other assets
• If not presented separately, disclose the 

line item where they are presented and 
the amount of lease ROU assets

• Finance lease ROU assets are prohibited 
from being presented in the same line 
item as operating lease ROU assets

• Lease liabilities can be presented separately 
or together with other liabilities

• If not presented separately, disclose the line 
item where they are presented and the 
amount of lease liabilities 

• Finance lease liabilities are prohibited from 
being presented in the same line item as 
operating lease liabilities 
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Lessee and Lessor 
Accounting

Lessee presentation – Continued 

Income statement Statement of cash flows
Finance lease:
• Lease-related interest expense and 

amortization presented in a manner 
consistent with how the entity presents 
interest expense and depreciation or 
amortization of similar assets

Operating Lease:
• Lease expense included in the income from 

continuing operations

Finance lease:
• Principal payments within financing activities 
• Interest payments in accordance with ASC 230, 

Statement of Cash Flows
Operating lease:
• All payments within operating activities, except 

those payments made to bring an asset to the 
condition and location necessary for its 
intended use, which are investing activities 

Both lease types:
• Lease payments for short-term leases and 

variable lease payments (not included in the 
lease liability) within operating activities

• Supplemental non-cash disclosure of new 
leases
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III.  New Lease Accounting Standard - Lessee and Lessor 
Accounting

Lessor recognition and measurement

► If collectibility is probable, 
derecognize underlying asset 
and recognize a net 
investment in the lease and 
selling profit (loss)

► If collectibility is not 
probable, recognize lease 
payments received as a 
deposit liability (i.e., do not 
derecognize underlying asset 
because sale is deferred)

► Derecognize underlying asset 
and recognize a net 
investment in the lease

► Defer selling profit and 
recognize over the lease 
term

► Recognize selling loss up 
front

► Continue to recognize 
underlying asset 

► Recognize lease payments as 
income over the lease term, 
generally on a straight-line 
basis 

Operating leases Sales-type leases Direct financing leases
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Finance Industry
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Impacts of Tax Reform
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Impacts of Tax Reform
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Opportunities
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Opportunities
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Opportunities
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Tax Reform Implementation Update
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Tax Reform Implementation Update
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Risks
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Risks
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Macro Impacts of Tax Reform
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 Introduction:

• Definition: one single, bundled agreement covering both equipment 
financing and services and/or supplies (NOT separate contracts). Many 
different names (and flavors), including: Managed Equipment Services, 
Managed Service Transaction, Managed Services Agreement, and Bundled 
Services Agreement.

• Growing trend: Equipment finance is now more than simply financing 
equipment. Industry shifting from leasing equipment to bundled solutions. 
Companies want to gain access to/utilize equipment and services, not simply 
lease or buy equipment. Past the tipping point. 

• Industry metrics:  Growing globally at a fast pace: projected to be $255 billion 
in 2022.  MES predicted to reach nearly a quarter of total equipment leasing and 
finance industry volume in the next few years.

• More structured and customized than traditional leasing. More labor and 
time since not standardized.  But a big growth opportunity for flexible funders.

• Will not replace standard leasing deals in near term.  But will comprise 
bigger role in the industry.

V. Equipment Finance; Managed/Bundled 
Equipment Financing
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 Some Key Concepts:

• Not merely bundled invoicing. 

• Hell or High Water (UCC Article 2A) and Waiver of Defense 
(UCC Article 9-403) considerations.  Heavily reliant on vendor, 
end user and structuring.   

• Revenue recognition considerations.  Not accounting advice, but 
proper structuring not equal to vendor recourse. 

• Typically lengthy/voluminous and often “messy” contracts.  

• Service focused.    Often these deals look very little like leases.

• Leasing traditionally involves credit and asset risks.  MES also 
involves connectivity and performance risks.

V. Equipment Finance; Managed/Bundled 
Equipment Financing
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 Some Key Concepts:

• Should a US based funder be  concerned about liability risk?  
Non-US?

• Are “cost per copy” deals considered MES deals?

• Reg Y/Permitted activity considerations for Banks and Bank 
owned affiliates. 

• Are templates possible (or advisable)?  By industry?  By 
vendor?  At all?

• If not, what about standard provisions?

• Remember, no one size fits all. Each funder needs to determine 
its risk parameters and what is most important.

V. Equipment Finance; Managed/Bundled 
Equipment Financing
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 Practical Documentation Considerations: 
• Potential disclaimer:  funder’s comments for monetizing 

form/receivables NOT legal advice to vendor.

• Practical options for dealing with alleged service defaults.  

• Consider who provides services following a default? Or is this a 
moot point?

• Payment waterfall - distribution of payments from customer in (i) 
a non-default (by customer) situation and (ii) a default (by 
customer) situation?

• Consider subordination for vendor’s right to sue for service.

• What is being financed? Stream only? Stream and Equipment? 
Service?

V. Equipment Finance; Managed/Bundled 
Equipment Financing
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 Practical Documentation Considerations:

• Grant of security interest and UCC-1 financing statements:  File 
against customer? Against vendor?  Treat as inventory?  

• Any benefit from possession of original?

• What end of term options are available to customer?

• How are liquidated damages calculated in the event of default? 
Past dues plus PV of steam of equipment financing? Stip. 
Loss? Other?

• Is there a minimum fixed payment in the end user agreement?

V. Equipment Finance; Managed/Bundled 
Equipment Financing
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 Practical Documentation Considerations:

• Operational invoicing capabilities for fixed and variable 
amounts.  Also, vendor to  agree to the portions in 
advance and an application/”waterfalls” procedure.

• Handling document deficiencies.

• Consider how taxes, including personal property tax, will 
be handled,  unless covered in the end-user agreement.

• Vendor to timely notify funder of any asset swaps.

V. Equipment Finance; Managed/Bundled 
Equipment Financing
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continued

Brief Intro:

 E-Signatures (to tangible/paper based chattel paper) vs. “full blown” 
electronic chattel paper (ECP)

Applicable law

 Legal support (statutory) for relying on E-Signatures and ECP:  E-
Sign; UETA; UCC 9-105.

 Case law. 

 Enforceability vs. possession/control of original/single authoritative 
copy (and why this matters)

VI. Equipment Finance; E-Signing and 
Electronic Chattel Paper 
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continued

Practical Considerations for E-Signatures and ECP

 Agreement to contract electronically.  

 Selection & due diligence for e-signature and e-vault providers.

 Authentication procedures.

 Is this at least as “safe” as paper, or less/more “safe” than paper?

 What do you do if a customer uses a different provider or has some 
“home grown” solution?

VI. Equipment Finance; E-Signing and 
Electronic Chattel Paper 
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continued

Practical Considerations for E-Signatures and ECP

 Special processes for blanket or master documents (e.g., master 
lease, blanket guaranty, etc.). 

 Language covering what will be the sole “original” for tangible 
chattel paper. 

 Converting tangible chattel paper to ECP.

 Raising funding for these deals.  Securitizing and syndicating 

 Need for additional reps and/or legal opinion?

VI. Equipment Finance; E-Signing and 
Electronic Chattel Paper 
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A few UCC/Commercial Law considerations

 What is a “Lease” under applicable 
commercial law? And why it matters. 

 Recent equipment financing cases.

 UCC/Emerging Tech revisions being 
considered which (if adopted) might impact 
equipment financing.

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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Lease vs. Something Else under Commercial Law: Choice of law -
which law determines whether “non-true” lease or “true” lease?

 Per UCC § 1-301(a), subject to some exceptions, parties may agree as to 
which state’s or nation’s law applies if transaction bears a reasonable 
relation to agreed jurisdiction; and if fail to choose, consider the applicable 
state or nation’s conflicts of laws principles. 

• NY law a frequent choice for larger transactions.

• Per New York General Obligations Law § 5-1401, parties to contracts 
involving >$250,000 may agree that NY law governs whether or not 
contract bears a reasonable relation to NY.

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

True “Leases” under the UCC; pertinent definitions: 

 “Lease” is defined, per UCC § 2A-103(1)(j), as “a 
transfer of the right to possession and use of goods for a 
term in return for consideration, but a sale, including a 
sale on approval or a sale or return, or retention or 
creation of a security interest is not a lease.” 
• “Goods” per UCC § 2A-103(h), includes tangible “things that are 

movable” or fixtures (essentially equipment and inventory, but 
including embedded software).

• Includes subleases and “Finance Leases” (UCC § 2A-
103(1)(g)) - aka Lessor’s favorite true “lease”; e.g., automatically 
“hell or high water” (UCC § 2A-407(1)).

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

Lease or Something Else: i.e., Not a UCC “Lease”

 Non-True Leases - UCC “security interest” 
definition and guidance (UCC § 1-201(35)):
• “‘Security interest’ means an interest in personal property 

or fixtures which secures payment or performance of an 
obligation…the retention or reservation of title by a seller 
of goods…is limited in effect to a reservation of a ‘security 
interest’.” 

• “Whether a transaction in the form of a lease creates a 
‘security interest’ is determined pursuant to Section 1-
203.”

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

Lease or SI? Statutory Guidance - UCC § 1-203
 Generally. A transaction is likely to be characterized as a true “lease” if there is a 

realistic opportunity that lessee may elect to return equipment to lessor at lease 
expiry with significant residual value and economic life, as determined by applying 
the tests in UCC § 1-203.

• “Bright Line” test - most courts start with UCC § 1-203(b), to determine if the lease is 
terminable by the lessee and if any of the listed “knock-out” elements exist.

• Fact-Based analysis: if it passes the bright-line test, the court will then undertake the 
analysis referenced in UCC § 1-203(a):

̵ “Whether a transaction in the form of a lease creates a lease or a security interest is 
determined by the facts of each case.”; but with a particular focus on the “economic 
realities”, not expressed or implied intent of parties

̵ e.g., economic compulsion to buy/renew; or which party enjoys benefits and bear risks 
of ownership of the goods during and at expiry of the (non-terminable) lease term?

• Timing of analysis: when entered into, and not as affected by circumstances; but if 
modified, re-apply tests to the transaction as modified (e.g., lease extended for period after 
which value of equipment is practically exhausted).

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

 Lease or SI: Statutory per se (“bright line”) test in UCC § 1-203(b);
purported lease per se creates a security interest by having transactional 
attributes clearly allocating to lessee benefits and risks of ownership.

 Two Part Test - (i) purported lease is not subject to termination by the 
lessee, and (ii) includes any of the following 1-203(b) attributes:

• Original term equals or greater than remaining economic life of goods (1-
203(b)(1)), determined by facts and circumstances when entered into (1-
203(e)); or

• Lessee must renew lease for remaining economic life of the goods or must 
become owner of the goods; i.e., mandatory renewal or PO (1-203(b)(2)) 

• Lessee has option to renew the lease for remaining economic life of the 
goods for no additional or for nominal additional consideration (1-203(b)(3))

• Lessee has an option to become the owner of the goods for no additional
consideration or for nominal additional consideration (1-203(b)(4))

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

Lease or SI: per se test in UCC § 1-203(b), etc.

 “Nominal” additional consideration:  For purposes of UCC § 1-
203(b), “Additional consideration is nominal if it is less than the 
lessee’s reasonably predictable cost of performing under the 
lease agreement if the option is not exercised.” (§1-203(d)); i.e., 
is it more expensive to perform than buy?
• “Reasonably predictable” determined by facts at the time transaction is 

entered into. (§1-203(e))

• Could FMV renewal rent or purchase option price be deemed “nominal” per 
UCC § 1-203(d) at the time the option is exercised? 

̵ Could be - if the fair market rental or purchase price payable pursuant to the option 
is less than “the lessee’s reasonably predictable cost of performing under the 
lease agreement if the option is not exercised”. (§1-203(d))

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

 Lease or SI: Statutory guidance - factors NOT determinative
per UCC § 1-203(c)
• PV of consideration lessee is obligated to pay substantially ≥ FMV of 

goods at lease inception; i.e., a “full payout” lease (§1-203(c)(1))

• Lessee has risk of loss during the lease term (§1-203(c)(2)); and/or pays 
taxes, insurance, fees, maintenance costs, etc. (§1-203(3))

• Lessee has option to renew or purchase (§1-203(4)); including at fixed 
rental ≥ reasonably predictable fair market rent when option is to be 
performed (§1-203(5)) and/or at a purchase price ≥ reasonably predictable 
fair market value when option is to be performed (§1-203(6))

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

NTL = Secured Transaction/Sale: if reclassified as a Non-True Lease
(“NTL”) (UCC §§ 1-201(35)/1-203), courts will treat the NTL lessor’s rights,
responsibilities, risks, as allocated to a secured party under UCC-9 (e.g., 
perfection, priority, and remedies) and seller under UCC-2

 Why? Because Article 9 covers: transactions creating a SI, including a transaction 
“regardless of its form” creating a security interest (UCC § 9-109(a)(1)); and a 
retention of “title” in a sales transaction (UCC §§ 1-201(35), 2-401(1) and 9-
109(a)(5)). 

 Why does it matter? Per O.C. 2 to §1-203, “The answer is important because the 
definition of lease determines not only the rights and remedies of the parties to the 
lease but also those of third parties. If a transaction creates a lease and not a 
security interest, the lessee’s interest in the goods is limited to its leasehold estate; 
the residual interest in the goods belongs to the lessor… ‘On common law theory, 
the lessor, since he has not parted with title, is entitled to full protection against the 
lessee’s creditors and trustee in bankruptcy ____ ‘ 1 G. Gilmore, Security Interests in 
Personal Property Section 3.6, at 76 (1965).”

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

UCC True “lease” remedies are more lessor-favorable;
(UCC-2A Remedies (UCC § 2A-523):

 Protect lessor’s residual interest. Examples:

• Lessor has right, not duty, to dispose of the goods (O.C. 1 to UCC § 2A-527)

• Lessor keeps any excess disposition proceeds (O.C. 10 to UCC
§ 2A-527), but must afford a credit against acceleration damages

 Promotes certainty of payment.  Examples:

• Statutory “hell or high water” for 2A finance leases (UCC § 2A-407),

• Statutory support for liquidated damages (UCC § 2A-504),

• Statutory “safe harbor” damages (UCC § 2A-527, 528 and 529)

 Freedom of contract as to default triggers (UCC § 2A-501) and remedies (UCC §
2A-503), with some limitations

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

UCC NTL remedies more debtor/NTL lessee-favorable; UCC-9 
Remedies (UCC § 9-601):

 Protect debtor/NTL lessee’s ownership of the goods; e.g.,

• Debtor/NTL lessee

̵ has right of redemption, etc. after a default (UCC § 9-623)

̵ afforded protections in foreclosures and disposition process, including 
that “[e]very aspect of a disposition of collateral, including the method, 
manner, time, place, and other terms, must be commercially reasonable.”  
(e.g., UCC §§ 9-610(b), 9-611, 9-613 and 9-614)

̵ keeps any excess disposition proceeds (UCC § 9-608(a)(4))

• SP/NTL lessor must comply with remedy-related responsibilities; or be subject 
to enforcement vulnerabilities and/or sanctions (UCC §§ 9-625 and 626)

• Freedom of contract limitations - certain rights of debtor/duties of SP may not 
be waived or varied by NTL terms (UCC § 9-602)

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations
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continued

 NTL Secured Transaction

 Adequate protection 
payments 
(§ 363(e))

 Valuation of claim issues
(§ 506; § 1129(b)(2)(A))
 Secured claim: lower of amount 

of debt or value of collateral 
(value and interest issues)

 Unsecured claim for deficiency

 Relief from stay (§ 362(d))

 True “Lease”

 Assumption of lease (§ 365)
 Administrative claim

 Cure monetary defaults

 Rejection (§ 365)
 Return of equipment

 Unsecured claim

 No “free ride”/adequate 
protection payments (§
365(d)(5); § 363(e))

 Relief from stay (§ 362(d))

 Ability to cancel or terminate 
lease prior to bankruptcy filing

VII. Equipment Finance; Commercial Law 
Considerations.
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Bankruptcy (Chapter 11) rights, remedies and other implications 
are (generally) more favorable to true “lease” lessors. 



In re McQuaig (The Cardinal Group, LLC v. McQuaig), 2019 WL 1470891 
(Bankr. S.D.Ga. March 28, 2019).  Lessee argued that lease headed “48 Month 
Lease Agreement” (but subtitled “(Month to Month)”), and referenced “48 Month 
Purchase Agreement & Disclosure Statement”, failed §1-203(b) “bright line” test because 
it was non-cancellable for 48 month term, approximating useful life of equipment, and 
provided for ownership to transfer to lessee at expiration. Court concluded that month-to-
month nature of lease term was unambiguous - “Term” was expressly defined as period 
of one month, and lessee was permitted to either renew or terminate the lease upon 
expiration of “any Term.”  Because lessee could terminate after any month without 
penalty, court held that lease was a true lease under UCC § 1-203(b) and had to be 
assumed or rejected by Debtor. 

Practice Note:  Careful drafting is good. Vulnerabilities (as lessor) 
in bankruptcy cases are bad.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Lease 
Characterization
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In re: Green Parts International, Inc. (Conserv Equipment Leasing, LLC v. 
Green Parts International, Inc.), 2019 WL 3713691 (Bankr.N.D.Ga. August 
6, 2019). Regarding an expressly FMV PO lease, lessee argued that the PO was 
actually nominal because it received a letter from lessor (prior to entering into the lease) 
referencing a nominal fixed PO price and even if FMV PO applied, the anticipated FMV 
at lease expiry was nominal relative to original cost. Because the letter was overridden 
by the integration clause in the lease and lessee failed to present any admissible 
evidence that the lease failed either the bright-line test or the economic realities test,
court held that the lease was a true lease, and granted lessor’s 362 Motion so that it 
could exercise its rights against the leased equipment.

Practice Note: Integration clauses are good. Vulnerabilities (as 
lessor) in bankruptcy cases are bad.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Lease 
Characterization
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continued

In re Republic Airways Holdings Inc., 598 B.R. 118 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Feb.
14, 2019).

 Debtors filed objections to Lessor’s proofs of claim in this bankruptcy case with
respect to the lease-rejection damages being sought against the lessee and
guarantor. Debtors argued that the liquidated damages remedies were
unenforceable because the SLV-based LD formula allocated the decline in market
value risk to Lessee, and actual value of each aircraft at lease rejection was
significantly less than anticipated when the LD formula was agreed to.

 Court found the LD provisions were unenforceable because they violated the
requirement in UCC § 2A-504 that LD remedies must be “reasonable in light of the
then-anticipated harm from default”, and deemed the allocation of value-decline risk
to be so unreasonable that it was against public policy, despite having been
negotiated, and on that basis also refused to enforce the guarantor’s unconditional
guaranty of these obligations and waiver of defenses.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Lessors’ 
Damages – Measures/Entitlement
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continued

Wells Fargo Tr. Co., N.A. v. Synergy Grp. Corp., 18 Civ. 11151 (LGS), 2020 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 100751 (S.D.N.Y. June 9, 2020).

 Guarantor disputed enforceability of lessor’s right to damages under unconditional guaranty of
defaulted aircraft engine lease. Guarantor argued that future rent remedies were “punitive,
against public policy and therefore unenforceable” because allowing lessor to recover both future
payments under the leases and any engine disposition proceeds put lessor in a better position
than it would have enjoyed if lessee had fully performed.

• Court disagreed and ruled that receiving PV of future payments actually ensured that lessor
would receive the benefit of its bargain (i.e., same position as if no breach). Also, lessor
would not receive windfall if it disposed of the recovered engines because the lease
required any proceeds be applied against its damage claims.

 Guarantor also argued that lessor’s demand for reasonable expenses for repairing and
refurbishing the engines to the return condition requirements improperly transferred the risk of
“idiosyncratic depreciation or damage to a particular engine” to lessee.

• Court disagreed, reasoning that parties expressly agreed to this risk allocation, and a court
should enforce the parties abilities to allocate risk by mutual agreement especially if, as here,
they are sophisticated commercial entities, capable of determining how to allocate risks and
adjust pricing accordingly.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; 
Lessors’ Damages – Measures/Entitlement
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continued

Bank of the West v. Prince, (U.S.Ct.App. Fifth Circuit, Nov. 122, 2019).

 Court considered the enforceability of an LD provision in a lease applying the 
Louisiana Lease of Movables Act (LLMA) (not the UCC).  The lease included a 
number of lessor default remedies including right to demand both damages 
calculated as the PV of all future rentals discounted at 2% p.a., and the return of the 
equipment.  The court deemed the related lease remedy to be an unenforceable 
penalty because the LLMA requires that the lessor choose between acceleration of 
rent and repossessing the equipment, but does not permit both. 

 The appellate court remanded the case to the trial court to recalculate the damages 
based upon the lost investment of the original lessor rather than (as determined by 
the trial court) upon the assignee’s expectations.  

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; 
Lessors’ Damages – Measures/Entitlement
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continued

Observations: the Republic case could be an aberration; the Synergy case seems 
well-decided; and the Prince case seems…not really sure.

 Similar defenses were raised in both the Republic and Synergy cases, including risk-allocation
defense raised with respect to the LD remedies; and similar defenses were raised in both the
Synergy and Prince cases as to having the right to demand future rent and return of goods.

 The Republic decision seemed result-oriented (difference between aggregate damages for the 7
leases per Lessor’s LD formula of $55M, and Debtors’ calculation of $5.7M). Court appeared to
ignore relevant leasing case law (e.g., relied on pre-UCC 2A cases), on-point O.C.s to UCC § 2A-
504, market practices and sophistication of the obligors. Court also appeared to ignore applicable
case law (NY and 2nd circuit) supporting waivers of defenses in guaranties, and refused to
enforce a waiver relating to an arguable public policy issue by relying on cases involving
guarantees of obligations that were illegal, invalid, or fraudulent.

 The Synergy court (appropriately) cited post- UCC § 2A-504 and current guaranty precedent
when considering the unenforceability defenses, and chose to respect freedom of contract
among sophisticated parties capable of properly allocating risks and related price adjustments,
and (IMHO) its holding is more reliable.

 The Prince decision was based on LLMA. Louisiana is only state that didn’t adopt UCC 2A.
Whatever.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; 
Lessors’ Damages – Measures/Entitlement
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continued

Practice Note(s) Regarding Republic and Synergy: 

 SLV LD provisions are fairly typical, especially in larger lease transactions.
Lessors should keep in mind that lessees could challenge the enforceability of an
SLV-based LD formula if there is a meaningful risk of market decline of the leased
assets and it appears that this risk has been allocated to the lessee.

 If relying on SLV-based LD formulas, consider:

• Establishing anticipated values and retaining independent support for same in
transaction files.

• Including document text: establishing mutuality regarding fairness of SLV
formula and other “not as a penalty” provisions; and an agreement to fall back to
UCC 2A statutory damages remedies in the event the lease damages fail for any
reason.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; 
Lessors’ Damages – Measures/Entitlement
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continued

The Huntington National Bank v. Bristow U.S. LLC, 2019 WL
1004218 (U.S.Dist.Ct. S.D.N.Y. March 1, 2019). Helicopter lease
included various return requirements, including as to rights under a
maintenance program, and redelivery in accordance with lessor’s instructions.
Lessee redelivered the helicopter without strictly complying with those return
requirements, lessor sued for resulting damages, and both parties filed
motions for summary judgment.

Court noted that (a) the related return requirements were ambiguous both as
to timing and what might be deemed compliance, and (b) lessor might not
have “fully performed its obligation under the lease to designate a time and
place for return.” Because it found that there were certain related material
issues of fact the court denied both motions for SJ.

Practice Note: RV at lease expiry is essential to investment return 
in aircraft leases; draft and act carefully.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; End-of-
Term Matters
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continued

Aircraft: 49 U.S.C. § 44112 (b) (2018); “Liability.—A lessor, owner, or secured party is
liable for personal injury, death, or property loss or damage only when a civil aircraft,
aircraft engine, or propeller is in the actual possession or operational control of the
lessor, owner, or secured party, and the personal injury, death, or property loss or
damage occurs because of— (1) the aircraft, engine, or propeller; or (2) the flight of, or
an object falling from, the aircraft, engine, or propeller.” Note that the preceding
version of this safe harbor was amended in 2018 by the FAA Reauthorization Act
so that it would no longer require that the accident occur “on or water”, and
added the word “operational” to modify the “control” exclusion in the statute.

Escobar v. Nev. Helicopter Leasing, LLC 756 Fed. Appx. 724 (9th Cir. 2019); 9th
Circuit reversed USDC for the District of Hawaii’s decision to grant summary judgment
regarding preemption claim by helicopter lessor based on safe harbor - § 44112, as a
defense to lessee’s state law strict liability claim, because the court determined that a
factual dispute existed as to whether lessor had actual possession or control. Especially
noteworthy is that the court also recommended that court consider implications of
amended version of the exclusions in §44112 regarding a lessor’s ‘actual possession or
operational control’, when determining whether the exceptions to coverage apply.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Liability of 
Lessors (Applying Federal Safe Harbor)
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continued

Automobiles: 49 U.S.C. § 30106(a) (2012); “An owner of a motor vehicle that rents or
leases the vehicle to a person (or an affiliate of the owner) shall not be liable under the
law of any State or political subdivision thereof, by reason of being the owner of the
vehicle (or an affiliate of the owner), for harm to persons or property that results or arises
out of the use, operation, or possession of the vehicle during the period of the rental or
lease, if—(1) the owner (or an affiliate of the owner) is engaged in the trade or business
of renting or leasing motor vehicles; and (2) there is no negligence or criminal
wrongdoing on the part of the owner (or an affiliate of the owner).”

 Collins v. Auto Partners v. LLC, 276 So. 3d 817 (Fla. 2019); preemption.

 Favorite v. Sakovski, No. 19 C 1597, 2019 WL 3857877 (N.D.Ill. Aug. 16, 2019); lessor’s motion 
to dismiss denied regarding plaintiff’s negligent entrustment claim.

 Keiper v. Victor Valley Transit Authority, No. EDCV 15-703 JGB (SPx), 2019 WL 6703395 
(C.D.Cal. July 30, 2019); preemption.

 Parker v. Auto-Owners Insurance Company, 2020 WL 488366 (U.S.Dist.Ct.D.Wisc. Jan. 30, 
2020); lessor’s motion to dismiss denied to consider if negligence exception applicable.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Liability of 
Lessors (Applying Federal Safe Harbor)
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continued

Aircraft and Automobile Liability Practice Note: 

 Each state may have unique circumstances that should be considered 
when determining how protective a federal safe harbor might be when 
applied to defend claims based on state vicarious or other strict liability 
statutes or other similar laws.  

 Don’t assume that the safe harbor will be applied correctly if litigated.  

 Rely on due diligence regarding operator/operations, well-drafted lease 
documents, adequate insurance and sound portfolio management 
practices. 

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Liability of 
Lessors (Applying Federal Safe Harbor)
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continued

 In re Republic Airways Holdings Inc., 598 B.R. 118 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Feb. 14, 
2019). See above, but in particular note that the Court ignored applicable case law 
(NY and 2nd circuit) supporting waivers of defenses in guaranties, and refused to 
enforce a waiver relating to an arguable public policy issue by relying on cases 
involving guarantees of obligations that were illegal, invalid, or fraudulent.

 Xerox Corp. v. Bus-Let, Inc., 2019 WL 2514855 (W.D.N.Y. 2019). Court upheld the 
lessee’s promise to pay rent to lessor (HorHW) under an MES transaction despite 
alleged non-performance by the services provider, because lease was expressly 
HorHW and lessee could exercise a replacement remedy against the service 
provider.

 GreatAmerica Financial Services Corp. v. Monge & Associates P.C., 2019 WL 
3720469 (Iowa Ct. App. 2019). Court upheld HorHW nature of rent obligations to an 
assignee despite alleged fraud by vendor and lessee’s argument that the vendor 
finance program between vendor and assignee imputed knowledge to assignee of 
any wrongdoing.

Practice Note: HorHW promises should be upheld, especially if statutorily 
supported, but related circumstances are likely to be considered and could have 
an impact.

VIII. Recent Commercial Case Law; Hell or 
High Water Clauses
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 Joint Study Committee on the UCC and Emerging Technologies.  An 
ABA Study Committee, with members from the American Law Institute and the 
Uniform Law Commission, are in the course of reviewing the Official Text of the 
Uniform Commercial Code (the “UCC”) with a view to recommending or possibly 
drafting amendments or revisions to the UCC to accommodate emerged and 
emerging technological developments, including:

• Electronic notes and drafts

• Electronic chattel paper

• Virtual currency

• Other digital assets

• Payments other than checks

• Bundled hardware, software, information and service transactions

• Misc. Article 9 issues

IX. Equipment Finance; UCC and 
Emerging Tech - Considerations
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General Approach - transactional

• For each transaction being considered -
• Does the UCC apply? 
• If so, does it yield the desired outcome? 
• If not, should it apply? With what outcome? 

• General principles
• The outcomes should not be more or less favorable based on media or 

technology
• If the existing text works as presently drafted, only the comments should 

be amended (to support the desired construction/outcome)

IX. Equipment Finance; UCC and 
Emerging Tech - Considerations
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IX. Equipment Finance; UCC and 
Emerging Tech - Considerations

Equipment Finance Related Inquiries

• Bundled Transactions 

• Electronic Chattel Paper

• UCC-9 Coverage
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IX. Equipment Finance; UCC and 
Emerging Tech – Considerations

Bundled transactions

• Predominant purpose vs. graveman test

• Expansion of “hell or high water” treatment

• Expansion of the definition of “chattel paper”
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IX. Equipment Finance; UCC and 
Emerging Tech – Considerations

Electronic chattel paper

• Definition of “control” 

• Tangible vs Electronic 
• What if part tangible and part electronic?
• Conversion from tangible to electronic and vice-versa
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IX. Equipment Finance; UCC and 
Emerging Tech – Considerations

Miscellaneous Article 9 issues (EF related)

• Limits on self-help electronic disablement

• Smart contracts as creating security interests
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